EROAD Go+
Mobile driver workflow plus truck-friendly routing
EROAD Go+ takes unleashed productivity a step further by giving drivers
truck-friendly routing and turn-by-turn navigation. Drivers can visualize their day
and start navigating right from the preloaded stop details to help them take the
best routes, improving safety and on-time performance.
Keep drivers on the safest route
Drivers avoid restricted roads and low bridges using
truck dimensions, weight, hazmat and other details
stored in the app to automatically identify the best route.
Help drivers stay focused on the road
With navigation integrated into drivers’ daily workflow, they
simply click an address to get the best route without
distractions from managing their phone or maps.
Save time and money
Avoid congestion and out of route miles that slow your
operation down and increase fuel and maintenance costs.

Give your drivers the best toolkit for
safety, productivity and professionalism.

 Enable safe, truck-friendly routing
 Save fuel costs by cutting
out-of-route miles
 Help on-time performance by
avoiding traffic congestion

Truck details stored in the GO+ navigation
app enable automatic truck friendly routing.
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REQUEST A DEMO TODAY:
1-855-503-7623 | www.eroad.com

EROAD Go+ routing and navigation features
ROUTING AND TRIP VISUALIZATION FEATURES
Custom truck details stored in app enable truck-specific routing (dimensions, GVW, axles, axle weight, hazmat)
Daily manifests and ordered stops loaded into routing engine from integration with TMS
View of entire trip with ordered stops for planning by drivers
Single click to start routing and navigation from stop details in EROAD Go manifest
Point-to-point routing optimized for traffic
NAVIGATION FEATURES
Offline maps stored on device
2D and 3D map views
Voice-guided turn-by-turn directions with lane assist and turn prompts
Lane indicator arrows and road sign info displayed on maps
Truck speed limits displayed on map with speeding alerts
Alternative routes
Detours
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Offline maps stored on device
Millions of places stored on your device for searching
Portrait and landscape device view

Route preview
shows alternate
routes. 3D maps
with audible turn
by turn directions
help drivers stay
focused on the
road.
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